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Abstract 
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We shall give a method to construct a o-discrete base from a given a-locally finite base. 
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The following is the well-known classical theorem due to R.H. Bing, J. Nagata 
and Yu.M. Smimov (see Cl]). 
Theorem. For a regular ( T,-) space X the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) X is metrizable, 
(ii) X has a a-discrete base, 
(iii) X has a c+-locally finite base. 
This Theorem is usually proved by showing that (i) implies (ii), (ii) trivially 
implies (iii), and finally (iii) implies (i). The author has tried to reverse the order 
of proof while preparing a lecture for undergradg& LD ei,<dents. Thus the following 
construction of a a-discrete base by use of a given a-locally finite base is obtained. 
The method of construction is somewhat similar, but more complicated than the 
method to construct a o-discrete network from a given a-closure-preserving etwork 
(due to [2]). 
Proof of that (iii) implies (ii). Let Ur=, %,, be a o-locally finite base of X, where 
each %, is locally finite and X E %“. Note that X is paracompact T2 and accordingly 
normal by virtue of Michael’s Theorem (see [ 1, p. 1901). 
Foreach(n,m)ENxNand UE%,, weput(U’EOUmIOCU’}={~~(U)IkE~}, 
where N denotes the set of all natural numbers. For each (ra, p) E N x N and U E % 
we define 
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For each (n, m, p, k) E N x hi x N x N and U E %, we choose an open set V&( U) 
such that 
and such that Y;rmpk = { I&,,( U) ] U E %“} is locally finite. This is possible because 
X is paracompact normal, and ( 0 1 U E 5%“) is locally finite. Put 
Then W,,k is a locally finite open collection because W;lmpk and a,, are locally 
finite. The closures of members of ‘IV”,,,,,, are mutually disjoint because v&,( U) n 
l&‘,,( U) = 0. Thus each Wnmpk is discrete. 
Finally we can prove that “ur = U ( Wnmpk I(n, m,p, k)dtM+MV~N} is a base for 
X. To see it, let P be an open neighborhood of x E X. We can choose (n, m) EN x N, 
U, E “?I, and Uz E %, such that 
Then U2 = U,“( U,) for some k E AC Further we can choose p E N and V, E BP such 
that 
XE UJC I7~~X--U(UIUE%,, bx}. (4) 
Put 
Then Q is obviously a member of YV”,,,pk. Note that if U E %,, and x L 0, then 
0 n o3 = 0, and accordingly x E U3c W,,(U). (See (4) and (l).) Also note that if 
U E 9l, and x E 0, then x E 0 c V@( U) by (2). Thus x E Q follows. Now, observe 
that Qc V,,J U,)c U,“( U,) = Uzc P follows from (5), (2) and (3). Hence W is a 
a-discrete base for X. 0 
The above construction is not very simple, and so it is not a good idea to reverse 
the order of proof as the author originally intended. Such a construction, however, 
might be of some interest. 
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